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Molecular-dynamics simulations are used to investigate the formation of water nanojets. The fluid
is forced through a nano-orifice to establish a nanojet, which then impinges on a flat surface. The
simulations show that to produce jets in the 1 nm diameter range, the orifice surface must be
hydrophobic, otherwise the nanojet kinetic energy/inertia may never be able to overcome the
attractive forces of the surface to form a jet. In addition, for the nanojet to form a stable liquid film
on the surface of impingement, the surface cannot be either hydrophobic or too hydrophilic. Finally
the stability/formation of the nanojet is not sensitive to the orifice surface temperature. The same
physical laws that govern flows at the micro- and macroscales adequately describe nanojet flows in
the absence of strong interfacial forces. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2773999�

We report investigations of the dynamics of nanojets
produced by forcing water through a 1 nm orifice, and its
subsequent impingement on a flat surface, to determine how
interfacial conditions modify their behavior. Simulations of
flow involving high kinetic energy nanojets must be capable
of resolving length and time scales that are as small as
10−11 m and 10−12 s,1 which we accomplish through
molecular-dynamics �MD� simulations. The method has been
used to probe nanoscale liquid behavior at interfaces.1–6 The
placement of boundaries and how these interfaces behave has
a significant influence on nanoscale fluid flows compared to
larger scale flows due to their larger surface-to-volume
ratios.1 For instance, the transport of polar water molecules
inside a carbon nanotube1 can be significantly enhanced by
charging its wall to induce hydrophilic interactions.3 In the
absence of such effects, a nanoscale flow follows the regular
continuum scale physical relations,4 even for nanoscale seg-
ments containing only ten molecules in each spatial
direction.5 For water, the viscosity ��10−3 Pa s and density
�=103 kg m−3, i.e., the viscous force �2 /��10−9 N.7

Clearly, relatively small interfacial forces of the order of
10−9 N can significantly influence nanoscale flows.

A detailed description of our MD simulation methodol-
ogy is available elsewhere.8,9 A Gaussian thermostat main-
tains constant temperature10 and the molecules are assumed
to have an initial Gaussian velocity distribution correspond-
ing to the system temperature. A fifth-order Gear predictor–
corrector algorithm for translational motion and a fourth-
order predictor–corrector algorithm for rotational motion are
used with the quaternion method.10,11 Site-site interactions
are based on the potential model uij =4�ij���ij /rij�12

− ��ij /rij�6�+ �qiqj� /rij. The potential parameters � and �, and
charges q, obtained from the literature, have been shown to
closely represent experimental geometries, energies of ion-
water complexes, and energies of solvation.3 In the equation,

denotes the scalar distance between sites i and j, and are the
LJ interaction parameters, and qi and qj represent the Cou-
lombic charges on sites i and j, although not all sites have
charges. Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules are used for cross
interactions10 and the reaction field method is used to model
long-range interactions.12,13 Water is modeled using the SPC
potential14 and the membrane atoms are modeled either as LJ
sites to replicate hydrophobic walls or with additional
charges, both positive and negative to maintain overall
charge neutrality, that render them hydrophilic. We alternated
the sign of the local charge �+q ,−q� between adjacent atoms
to mimic a polar surface.

The simulations mimic a hypothetical nanoscale labora-
tory experiment in which we consider 1503 molecules of
water that are initially contained in two connected reservoirs.
The composite reservoir is restricted by movable walls that
contain five carbon layers, each containing 119 atoms ar-
rayed in an fcc lattice, as shown in a side �y-z� view of the
simulation domain in Fig. 1�a�. Both reservoirs enclose a
fully evacuated cavity that, acting like the plunger of a sy-
ringe, ejects fluid through the orifice. As the reservoir walls
are squeezed, a nanojet forms and flows through the orifice
into the cavity. The system temperature is 343 K. Our simu-
lations have shown that varying the wall temperature be-
tween 298 and 343 K has only a marginal effect on the nano-
jet ejection rate. Periodic boundary conditions are employed.
We are able to readily simulate nanojets with an initial diam-
eter of �1 nm.

The simulations are conducted in dimensionless units
�Lx*, Ly*, Lz*���39.3, 19.65, 19.65�. Each simulation typi-
cally runs for more than 6�105 time steps, with each step
being 1.7591�10−16 s. The molecules constituting the mov-
able membranes are tethered using a simple harmonic poten-
tial that represents the thermal fluctuations of the wall mol-
ecules. As these tethering sites are moved while they
continue to undergo thermal fluctuations, the movable mem-
branes are also dragged toward the system boundaries witha�Electronic mail: ikpuri@vt.edu
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic illustration of the simulation system. One wall has an orifice through which the nanojet emerges while the opposite wall
serves as a stagnation surface. The simulation domain is a parallelepiped with the two movable membranes initially placed at x=Lx /4 and 3Lx /4. Including
the two water reservoirs at each periphery, the end-to-end dimensions of the simulation box are �Lx ,Ly ,Lz�= �7.46,3.73,3.73� nm. �b� Nanojet formation and
stagnation dynamics for hydrophobic interfaces at the orifice and stagnation wall. The average nanojet velocity Uav,o�140 m /s. The nanojet fluid is colored
blue and the membrane molecules are red. Results are presented from 100 000 to 600 000 time steps at intervals of 100 000 steps. �c� Influence of a
hydrophilic orifice wall on nanojet formation and propagation from 300 000 to 600 000 time steps at intervals of 150 000 steps. Here, each of the orifice wall
atoms is provided with an alternating charge �q* � =1.25 �q*=10.45=1e charge�.
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constant velocities of up to 8.6 m /s and produce nanojet
ejection velocities U of up to �150 m /s. Molecules within a
flowing water cluster interact due to both Coulombic and van
der Waals forces. Water molecules interact with the walls
through van der Waals forces for hydrophobic surfaces, and
also with surface Coulombic forces when the interfaces are
hydrophilic. In general, larger membrane displacement
�squeezing� rates result in nanojets that have more uniform
axial velocities. Increasing the liquid pressure speeds up jet
formation without influencing the jet integrity. Figure 1�b�
shows the development of a water nanojet emerging through
a hydrophobic orifice and its impingement dynamics on a
hydrophobic stagnation surface. If the orifice surface is made
strongly hydrophilic, the nanojet never emerges from the sur-
face, as shown in Fig. 1�c�. This is because the kinetic energy
of the jet is overwhelmed by the strong attraction between
the wall and the surface and is unable to break away from it.
This also explains the reversal in the motion of the water
molecules that is caused by the electrostatic field.

We segment the simulation domain into �x*=1 axial
strips and average the local velocity in each strip. The num-
ber of water molecules in each strip and the averaged nanojet
velocity profile obtained after 6�105 time steps are pre-
sented in Fig. 2 �for which X=0 at the stagnation plane�.
Consistent with the behavior of a stagnating flow, the corre-
sponding axial velocity U� has increasing upstream values.
Only a few molecules accumulate adjacent to the hydropho-
bic interface as a result of the absence of any strong water-
membrane attractive forces. The corresponding spatial veloc-
ity distribution is presented in an inset in the figure. At that
time, the averaged orifice ejection velocity Uav,o� �140 m /s
and the axial flow dimension �left to right membrane� Lo

�4.5 nm. Since a=U /Lo, its value is 3.1�1010 s−1. Based
on an analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations,15 a macros-
cale laminar jet brought to stagnation against a flat plate
follows the local relations U�=−aX and V�=aY. As shown in
Fig. 2, the averaged axial velocity profile Uav� =3
�1010 X m s−1, which is consistent with this continuum re-
lation, and once again shows such applicability in the nanos-
cale regime.4 This relation does not hold in a small viscous

layer that contains a relatively large number of molecules
and where the velocity has an almost constant small value.
Results for other time steps follow similar relations, although
the values for Uav,o� and Lo, and therefore a, are different.

The utility of comparing a continuum approach with the
results of nanoscale MD fluid simulations has been previ-
ously stated. For instance, the hydrodynamic forces simu-
lated on a carbon nanotube have been found to be in good
agreement with the macroscopic Stokes-Oseen solution for
the flow past an array of circular cylinders.19 The implication
of such studies is that nanoscale fluid flow problems do not
always occur below the smallest continuum scale. Since a
point function, such as density, based on a continuum ap-
proach is an average property, it could be adequately de-
scribed provided the nanoscale volume of interest contains a
sufficient number of molecules.

Our results can be also contrasted with other recent MD
simulations of nanojet formation and breakup.16–18 They do
not show the significant deviations from continuum theories
that have been previously reported and attributed to thermal
fluctuations.16,17 We believe this is primarily due to our con-
sideration of a strongly polar fluid �water� that has significant
intermolecular interactions �due to the high dipole and hy-
drogen bonding in water� as compared to the previous stud-
ies of nonpolar Lennard-Jones systems.16–18 With the much
stronger intermolecular interactions in our case, molecules
lose memory of their initial or previous velocities much more
rapidly after collisions occur, thereby significantly attenuat-
ing the role of thermal fluctuations in fluids like water. This
is an important effect that must be kept in mind when exam-
ining the role of thermal fluctuations in nanoscale systems.

Results for stagnating surfaces that are moderately or
strongly hydrophilic �when the orifice wall is hydrophobic�
are presented in Fig. 3. The nanojet spreading observed in
Fig. 1�b� is enhanced by the presence of the hydrophilic stag-
nation interface placed downstream of it. The wall enhances
the layering of water molecules adjacent to it, as illustrated
through the insets in Fig. 3. The region of the jet that is not
directly influenced by the hydrophilic interface continues to
follow the linear stagnation velocity profile U�=−aX until a

FIG. 2. The number of water molecules in successive
0.19 nm strips and the averaged nanojet velocity profile
through these segments after 6�105 time steps for the
simulations of Fig. 1�a�. The corresponding spatial ve-
locity distribution is presented in an inset.
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critical charge value. Thereafter, as the surface charge in-
creases, the bulk of the nanojet is repelled toward the orifice
wall forming a film on it, in a manner similar to the results
presented in Fig. 1�c�. The nanojet is then unable to propa-
gate through this film adjacent to the orifice and its ejection
velocity is considerably reduced. It is interesting to speculate
why the liquid film for strongly hydrophilic surfaces �q
=2.5� is in fact thinner and less stable than that for less
hydrophilic surfaces �q=1�. We conjecture that a highly hy-
drophilic interface attracts polar water molecules in a manner
that is not conducive to optimal hydrogen bonding with a
successive layer. Consequently, bonding with the first layer is
weakened so that water molecules in outer layers of the film
build stronger hydrogen bonds with proximal molecules out-
side the film to which they are energetically more attracted.
In contrast, molecules attracted to hydrophilic walls that in-
duce weaker surface interactions are freer to change their
orientation and to form more favorable hydrogen bonds.
They can thus establish several adjacent molecular layers in
favorably orientated configurations, resulting in thicker
films.

In summary, we have shown that the same physical laws
that govern flows at the micro- and macroscales also ad-
equately describe nanojet flows in the absence of strong in-
terfacial forces. Introducing a hydrophilic interface adjacent
to a nanoscale flow significantly influences it. However, an
interfacial effect can be nonlinear, since it influences not only
water-interface but also water-water interactions. A strongly
hydrophilic interface, for example, inhibits stable surface
film formation, because we believe the orientation of the
polar water molecules in the film is no longer conducive to
optimal hydrogen bonding with a successive layer.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The average nanojet velocity
profile for various charges. The insets show the nanojet
spatial distributions for two cases, when �q � =1 and 2.5
after 600 000 time steps.
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